
State Enforcement from the Perspective of the Antitrust Modernization Commission

by Robert L. Hubbard and James Yoon'

State antitrust enforcement is likely to be on the agenda of the Antitrust Modernization

Commission (the "Commission" or "AMC") . The legislation establishing the Commission does not

specify what topics should be covered . But, the legislation's sponsor (F . James Sensenbrenner)

prominently mentioned state enforcement in his initial press release about the legislation and in his

statement at the first public meeting of the Commission' State enforcement is likely to be raised

in response to the Commission's broad-based request for suggested topics, given that state

enforcement has its critics' (and its supporters') . Indeed, state attorneys general have recognized the

likelihood that the Commission will study state enforcement, by expressing concern that no one

' Robert Hubbard is Director of Litigation and James Yoon is an Assistant Attorney General in the Antitrust
Bureau of the New York Attorney General's office . These comments are their own and do not necessarily represent the
position of New York Attorney General Eliot Spitzer, the New York State Department of Law, or any other Attorney
General or Department of Law .

2 Rep. Sensenbrenner is Chair of the House's Committee on the Judiciary . His initial press release provided :
"Three areas in particular that Chairman Sensenbrenner would like the commission to address are : t) the role of
intellectual property law in antitrust law ; 2) how antitrust enforcement should change in the global economy ; and 3) the
role of state attorneys general in enforcing antitrust laws ." Available at
httpJ/www.bouse.gov/judiciary/new s 062701 .htm. His more elaborate comments on state antitrust enforcement at the
Commission's first public meeting on July 15, 2004, provided : "Fourth, the relationship between federal and state
antitrust enforcement efforts is another area of interest. While I believe that states have a vital antitrust enforcement role,
interstate commerce maybe adversely affected by divergent, and sometimes inconsistent antitrust standards ." Transcript
at 8, available at http://www.amc .gov/pdf/meetings/transcript04O7lS .pdf.

' E.g ., Richard A . Posner, Antitrust in the New Economy, 68 Antitrust L .J . 925,940 (2001) ; Michael DeBow,
State Antitrust Enforcement: Empirical Evidence and a Modest Reform Proposal in Competition Laws in Conflict 267
(ed. Richard Epstein and Michael Greve, American Enterprise Institute 2004) ; Michael L. Denger & D. Jarrett Arp, Does
Our Multifaceted Enforcement System Promote Sound Competition Policy?, Antitrust, Summer 2001, at 41, 45 .

' E.g., Stephen Calkins, "Perspectives on State and Federal Antitrust Enforcement," 53 Duke L .J . 673 (2003) ;
Harry First, Delivering Remedies : The Role of the States in Antitrust Enforcement, 69 Geo . Wash. L . Rev. 1004 (2001) ;
Jean Wegman Burns, Embracing Both Faces of Antitrust Federalism : Parkerand ARC America Corp ., 68 Antitrust L .J .
29 (2000); Susan Beth Farmer, More Lessons From the Laboratories : Cy Pres Distributions in Patens Patriae Antitrust
Actions Brought by State Attorneys General, 68 Fordham L. Rev. 361 (1999) .
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nominated to be a Commissioner has state enforcement experience .' In addition, the states submitted

comments to the Commission .'

The Commission should study state enforcement . State enforcement illustrates many of the

strengths of the antitrust laws and our federalist system . States have investigated, litigated, and

resolved many antitrust matters, large and small . In the process, states have enhanced consumer

choice and fostered competitive alternatives in antitrust enforcement, and helped make our economic

system the envy of the world .

Understanding State Enforcement

Discussing state enforcement from the Commission's perspective requires understanding the

themes of state antitrust enforcement . State antitrust enforcers have done quite a bit over the years .'

Yet, state enforcers are not federal enforcers or private counsel, although what states do often

interacts or overlaps with what federal enforcers or private counsel do .

Like private counsel, state attorneys general pursue specific types of claims . State attorneys

s The officers of the National Association of Attorneys General and the leadership of NAAG's Antitrust
Committee urged that people with state enforcement experiencebe appointed to the Commission in three separate letters,
which are available on the advocacy portion of the website of the State Enforcement Committee of the Antitrust Section
of the American Bar Association, http://www.abanetorg/antitrust/committees/state-antitmst/advocacy .html : Letterdated
August 17, 2004, to President Bush from Chief State Legal Officers ; Letter dated March 4, 2004, to President Bush from
Chief State Legal Officers ; Letter dated March 4, 2004, to Senators Frist and Daschle and Representatives DeLay and
Pelosi from Chief State Legal Officers .

6 Those comments are included within the materials for this seminar .

r Patricia A . Conners, Current Trends and Issues in State Antitrust Enforcement, 16 Loyola Cons . L . Rev . 37
(2003). See generally ABA Section of Antitrust Law, State Antitrust Enforcement Handbook (2003) .
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general are the chief legal officers of states and often pursue the proprietary claims of the state or

some part of the state . That authority includes the right to pursue claims under federal antitrust law

because the state and its subdivisions are "persons" entitled to seek remedies for antitrust violations .'

States are very large purchasers of goods and services, and the attorney general represents the state's

interest as a purchaser or other participant in the economy.' These proprietary claims have been a

significant part of recent multistate actions for example in the pharmaceutical industry ."

State attorneys general also represent consumers . State Attorneys General pursue damages

on behalf of consumers through parens patriae actions under federal antitrust law ." This parens

patriae authority arises upon filing the action, and does not depend on the showing needed to

represent a class under Rule 23 . This authority lost much of its vitality when the Supreme Court

decided Illinois Brick Co . v . Illinois, 431 U .S. 720 (1977), but states have continued to pursue claims

limited by Illinois Brick, primarily under state laws ."

In addition to actions on behalf of victims of antitrust violations and like federal antitrust

enforcers, states also focus on public interest issues . States attorneys general can prosecute antitrust

' Georgia v. Pennsylvania R.R. Co., 324 U .S. 439 (1945) .

9 E .g ., New York v . Julius Nasso Concrete Corp ., 202 F.2d 83 (2d Cir . 2000) (concrete construction) ; New
York v. Hendrickson Bros., 840 F2d 1065 (2d Cir . 1988) (highway construction) .

10 E.g ., New York v. Aventis, S.A ., No. 01-CV-71635 (E.D . Mich.) (Cardizem CD); Alabama v . Bristol-Myers
Squibb Co ., No . 01-CV-11401 (S.D.N.Y .) (BuSpar) .

" 15 U .S .C. § I5C .

12 Kevin O'Connor, Is the Illinois Brick Wall Crumbling?, Antitrust, Summer 2001, at 34 .
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violations as crimes" and have broad powers to investigate potential claims ." In addition to the

typical right to injunctive relief under section 16, state attorneys general can act as parens patriae

to prevent actual or threatened harm to the state's general economy ."

Antitrust Federalism

State attorneys general exercise these rights and responsibilities within a federal system .

Within the substantive area of antitrust, private (including state) enforcement was not an

"afterthought, [but rather] an integral part of the congressional plan for protecting competition .""

Like competition generally, competition among antitrust enforcers fosters alternatives, choice,

innovation, and insight." Since the 1980s, states have focused on vertical restraints, by bringing

cases and providing remedies . Especially since Illinois Brick, states have worked to preserve,

develop, and create remedies for consumers ."

Politics

Despite or maybe because of this record, state antitrust enforcement has its critics . States are

13 ABA Section of Antitrust Law, State Enforcement Handbook 95-136 (2003) .

1" Id. at 170 n .1 .

15 Hawaii v. Standard Oil Co., 405 U .S. 251 (1972) .

16 California v. American Stores Co ., 495 U-5.271, 284 (1990) . See generally Jay Himes, Exploring the
Antitrust Operating System : State Enforcement of Federal Antitrust Law in the Remedies Phase of the Microsoft Case,
11 George Mason L . Rev. 37, 60-67 (2002) .

n Kevin J. O'Connor, Federalist Lessons for International Antitrust Convergence, 70 Antitrust L.1- 413, 421
(2002) .

' See generally Patricia A . Conners, Current Trends and Issues in State Antitrust Enforcement, 16 Loyola
Cons . L . Rev. 37 (2003) .
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criticized as (1) politicians, not enforcers ; (2) a net dragon the development of antitrust theories and

doctrine ; (3) free riders on the efforts of federal enforcers ." Some have criticized state antitrust

enforcement, claiming that elected officials like attorneys general make political decisions . First,

the criticism's premise is inaccurate : not all state attorneys general are elected. The Hawaii, New

Hampshire, and New Jersey Attorneys General, for example, are appointed . Moreover, the criticism

probably understates the influence of politics on federal antitrust enforcers . Federal enforcers are

nominated and confirmed by politicians. Federal enforcers consider it prudent to respond to the

inquiries of politicians . Federal enforcement is funded by politicians ."

But more fundamentally, why is antitrust enforcement by unelected and largely

unaccountable federal enforcers or private parties better than enforcement by elected officials?

Elected officials bring a unique perspective to antitrust issues that other competing enforcers lack .

Indeed, the founding fathers probably viewed the perspective of elected officials to be "their greatest

source of wisdom, power, and legitimacy ."" In addition, the criticism downplays how antitrust

19 See generally Richard A . Posner, Federalism and the Enforcement of Antitrust Laws by State Attorneys
General, in Competition Laws in Conflict 252 (ed . Richard Epstein and Michael Greve, American Enterprise Institute
2004) . This chapter was based on Richard Posner, Is Federalism Overrated?, before the American Enterprise for Policy
Research , Washington,D .C.(Apr.21,2003)athttp://www.federalismproject .org/masterpages/Antitrust/Posner.pdf That
speech elicited a response : Jay Himes, "Federal 'Unemption' of State Antitrust Enforcement at 9-14," prepared for the
Antitrust, Competition and Trade Committee of LEX MUNDI (Boston, MA May 14, 2004)" available on the
publications portion of the ABA Antitrust Section State Enforcement Committee's website :
h ttp ://www.abanet .org/antitrust/committees/state-antitr st/publications.html .

20
Politicians may seek to influence enforcement through funding or the withholding of funding . Haoran Lu,

"Presidential Influence on Independent Commissions : A Case Study of the FTC," 28 Presidential Studies Quarterly 51
(Winter 1998); see Robert Abrams & Lloyd Constantine, Dual Antitrust Enforcement in the 1990s, in Revitalizing
Antitrust in Its Second Century : Essays on Legal, Economic and Political Policy 484, 501 (Harry First et al . eds . 1991).

21 Robert Abrams & Lloyd Constantine, Dual Antitrust Enforcement in the I 990s, in Revitalizing Antitrust in
Its Second Century: Essays on Legal, Economic and Political Policy 484, 499 (Harry First et al . eds . 1991) .
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disputes are decided . Judges, not plaintiff or plaintiff/"politicians," decide whether an antitrust claim

exists and whether an antitrust remedy is appropriate."

Adding to Antitrust Jurisprudence

The next criticism is that states do not add to the antitrust jurisprudence . In the words of

Judge Posner :

Because of resource constraints that I have mentioned, it is unlikely that state
attorneys general will be sources of innovative antitrust doctrines or methods of proof
- and in fact, I know of no examples where they have been ."

Any student of antitrust law should know better . A simple list of leading United States

Supreme Court cases brought by states should suffice to illustrate how stunningly myopic and

inaccurate Judge Posner's assertion is :

Hartford Fire Insurance Co . v. California, 509 U .S. 764 (1993) (defines the scope of
the insurance exemption and the reach of the antitrust laws internationally) ;

•

	

California v . American Stores Co ., 495 U.S . 271 (1990) (holds divestiture is a
remedy available to private parties challenging an anticompetitive merger) ;

•

	

California v. ARC AmericaCorp ., 490 U.S . 93 (1989) (establishes thatstate antitrust
law is not preempted by contrary federal antitrust law) ;

Arizona v. Maricopa County Medical Society, 457 U .S . 332 (1982) (confirms price
fixing is per illegal in health care as in other markets) ;

•

	

Illinois Brick Co . v. Illinois, 431 U .S. 720 (1977) (limits recoveryofdamages largely
to "direct" purchasers) .

32 The "political" criticism also tends to be one-sided . Most parties want to raise and be heard on "political"
issues in response to the antitrust concerns expressed by state attorneys general .

23 Richard A. Posner, Federalism and the Enforcement of Antitrust Laws by State Attorneys General, in
Competition Laws in Conflict 252, 258 (ed. Richard Epstein & Michael Greve, American Enterprise Institute 2004) .
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Indeed, Judge Posner's criticism is myopic and ill-informed even as to our single state :

New York v. Feldman, 210 F. Supp. 2d 294 (S .D .N .Y . 2002) (upholding variety of
state law claims on behalf of consumers) ;

New York v. Julius Nasso Concrete Corp ., 202 F.3d 82 (2d Cir . 2000) (discusses
standard for establishing damages and collateral estoppel) ;

New York v . St. Francis Hospital, 94 F . Supp . 39 (S.D .N .Y . 2000) (grants summary
judgment for plaintiff on price-fixing and market allocation claim against hospitals) ;

•

	

New York v. May Department Stores, 881 F . Supp . 860 (W.D.N.Y . 1994) (grants
preliminary injunction against merger of department stores) .

Initiating Litigations

States are often the first and only plaintiff in antitrust matters . The cases cited in this

paragraph illustrate the antitrust cases brought by individual states . Many cases are local and involve

local activity such as groceries, dairies, construction firms, and a varied list of manufacturers and

retailers . The majority assert price-fixing and bid-rigging claims, but include other antitrust claims

such as tying, monopolization, and exclusive dealing .

• Alabama v. Blue Bird Body Co ., 573 F.2d 309 (5th Cir. 1978) (Alabama and local
educational authorities sued manufacturers and distributors of school bus bodies, claiming
defendants conspired to fix prices and restrain trade);

•

	

Alaska v. Chevron Chem. Co., 669 F.2d 1299 (9th Cir . 1982) (Alaska sued manufacturers
of agricultural fertilizer for fixing prices and allocating markets) ;

• Arizona v. Maricopa County Med. Soc ., 457 U.S . 332 (1982) (Arizona sued medical
societies for price-fixing through agreements among competing member physicians who
agreed to set the fee amounts they could collect for their services) ;

Arkansas v . Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, Co., 95 Ark . 114 (Sup . Ct. Ark. 1910)
(Arkansas sued a railroad corporation for fixing the rates to be charged for freight and
passenger service) ;

California v. American Stores Co ., 495 U .S . 271 (1990) (California sued for an injunction
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after the fourth largest grocery chain acquired all of the outstanding stock of the largest
grocery chain in California, alleging the merger constituted an anti-competitive acquisition) ;

• Colorado v. Goodell Brothers, Inc., 1987-1 Trade Cas . (CCH) ¶ 67,476 (D . Colo. 1987)
(Colorado sued contractors alleging a conspiracy to restrain trade in the highway construction
industry by bid-rigging on various highway construction projects) ;

• Connecticut v . Levi Strauss & Co ., 471 F . Supp. 363 (D. Conn. 1979) (Connecticut sued
Levi Strauss for price-fixing with co-conspirators in connection with the distribution and
retail sale of its products) ;

•

	

Delaware v. Mid-Atlantic Paving Co ., 1983-2 Trade Cas. ¶ 72,937 (Del . Chanc. Ct. 1983)
(Delaware sued a construction company for price-fixing the sale of liquid asphalt) ;

•

	

District of Columbia v . CVS Corp., Civ. No. 03-4431 (D.C . Sup. Ct. May 30, 2003) (District
of Columbia sued to challenge the acquisition of a pharmacy) ;

• Florida v. Abbott Labs ., 1993-1 Trade Cas .(CCH) ¶ 70,241 (N .D . Fla. 1993) (Florida sued
and settled with infant formula manufacturers for a conspiracy among competitors regarding
pricing and marketing of infant formula products) ;

•

	

Georgia v. Pennsylvania R.R. Co., 324 U.S . 439 (1945) (Georgia sued defendant railroads
for conspiring to fix rates charged for transportation of freight) ;

Hawaii v. Standard Oil Co ., 405 U.S . 251 (1972) (Hawaii sued defendants for conspiracy to
restrain trade and commerce in the sale, marketing, and distribution of refined petroleum
products and for monopolization of the market) ;

Idaho v. Daicel Chemical Industries, Ltd., Civ. No. 03-4431 (D.C . Sup. Ct. May 30, 2003)
(Idaho sued chemical manufacturers for an illegal conspiracy to fix prices in the commercial
sorbates industry) ;

Illinois v . Sangamo Constr. Co., 657 F.2d 855 (7th Cir . 1981) (Illinois sued construction
companies for engaging in a conspiracy to allocate highway construction projects put out for
public bids) ;

Indiana v. The Home Brewing Co . of Indianapolis, 182 Ind . 75 (Sup . Ct . Ind. 1914) (Indiana
sued corporation for monopolizing the business of selling beer and other intoxicating
liquors) ;

Iowa v. Scott & Fetzer Co ., 1982-2 Trade (CCH) ¶ 64,873 (S.D . Iowa 1982) (Iowa sued
defendants for antitrust violations, in a case testing the state attorney general's ability to sue
under theparens patriae provision of the Clayton Act) ;
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• Kansas v. American Oil Co ., 1968 Trade Cas. ¶ 72,647 (Kan . Sup. Ct. 1968) (Kansas sued
corporations engaged in the supply of liquid asphalt for bid-rigging asphalt sales and
allocating sales territory) ;

• Kentucky v. Plainview Farms Development Corp ., 1988-2 Trade Cas . 161,652 (Ky. Cir . Ct .
1988) (Kentucky sued a real estate developer for an unlawful tying arrangement which
conditioned the purchase of a residential condominium or unit upon the purchase of use of
a recreational facility) ;

Louisiana v. Seifert, 1988-2 Trade Cas. ¶ 68,253 (La. Ct. App . 1983) (Louisiana sued three
defendants for monopolization and attempted monopolization of the film industry) ;

Maine v. Connors Bros . Ltd., 2000-1 Trade Cas. (CCH) 172,937 (Me . Super. Ct. 2000)
(Maine, in a consent agreement, permitted a Canadian sardine processing company to a
acquire the assets of a Maine-based competitor) ;

Maryland v. Blue Cross & Blue Shield Ass'n, 620 F. Supp. 907 (D. Md. 1985) (Maryland
sued health insurers for price fixing and allocating markets, customers, and contracts by
submitting non-competitive and collusive bids) ;

Massachusetts v . William Bayley, Ltd., 1982-83 Trade Cas . (CCH) ¶ 71,735 (Mass . Super.
Ct . 1983) (Massachusetts sued defendant for exclusive dealing by requiring bid specifications
for public construction and renovation projects specify exclusive use of the products of a
certain manufacturer of security windows) ;

Michigan v. McDonald Dairy Co., 905 F. Supp. 447 (W. D . Mich. 1995) (Michigan sued
dairy companies on behalf of public schools for bid-rigging on contracts to supply milk to
area school districts) ;

• Minnesota v. National Beauty Supply Co ., 1977-1 Trade Cas. (CCH) ¶ 61,471 (D. Minn .
1977) (Minnesota sued five beauty supply wholesalers for price-fixing and eliminating
discounts from wholesale prices of beauty supplies) ;

Mississippi v. Jackson Cotton Oil Co ., 95 Miss . 6 ; 48 So. 300 (Sup . Ct. Miss. 1909)
(Mississippi sued two competing cotton seed oil manufacturers for a price-fixing conspiracy
to limit the price of a commodity) ;

• Missouri v. Poplar Bluff Physicians Group, Inc ., 1995-2 Trade Cas . (CCH) ¶ 71,206 (Mo .
Cir. Ct . 1995) (Missouri sued a group of physicians who operated a medical clinic-
partnership for conspiracy and attempted monopolization for the sale of prescription drugs
and durable medical equipment to patients, nursing homes and residential care facilities) ;

9



•

	

Montana v. SuperAmerica, 1983-1 Trade Cas . (CCH) ¶ 65,255 (D . Mont. 1983) (Montana
sued an oil company for a conspiring with its competitors to fix prices for gasoline) ;

• Nebraska v . Associated Grocers, 1983-1 Trade Cas . (CCH) ¶ 65,337 (Neb . Sup. Ct . 1983)
(Nebraska sued dairy product wholesalers, a retail grocer and individuals for price-fixing the
sale of milk) ;

• Nevada v. Merkley & Hankins, Inc ., 1988-2 Trade Cas. (CCH) 168,3 10 (D. Nev. 1988)
(Nevada sued a gasoline and petroleum product wholesaler for fixing the resale prices of
gasoline) ;

• New Hampshire v . New Hampshire Grocers Assoc ., 1975-2 Trade Cas. (CCH) ¶ 60,635
(N.H . Sup. Ct. 1975) (New Hampshire sued a retail grocers association for attempts to coerce
manufacturers and distributors to refrain from offering fresh baked goods to discount bakery
stores) ;

New Jersey v. Morton Salt Co ., 387 F.2d 94 (3d Cir. 1967) (New Jersey filed suit in district
court against seven corporations, seeking treble damages for violations of Sections 1 and 2
of the Sherman Act) ;

New Mexico v. Scott & Fetzer Co., 1981-2 Trade Cas. (CCH) ¶ 64,439 (D. N .M . 1981)
(New Mexico sued defendants for antitrust violations, in a case testing the state attorney
general's ability to sue under the parens patriae provision of the Clayton Act) ;

• New York v . St. Francis Hosp ., 94 F . Supp . 2d 399 (S .D.N .Y . 2000) (New York sued two
New York hospitals for engaging in illegal price-fixing and market allocation through joint
negotiations) ;

North Carolina v. P .I.A . Asheville, Inc ., 740 F.2d 274 (4th Cir. 1984) (North Carolina sued
the owner of psychiatric facilities alleging that acquisition of particular facility violated the
antitrust laws) ;

Ohio v. Louis Trauth Dairy, Inc ., 925 F. Supp. 1247 (S .D. Ohio 1996) (Ohio sued several
dairies, alleging conspiracy to set prices and allocate territories in sale of milk to school
districts) ;

•

	

Oklahoma v. Allied Materials Corp ., 312 F. Supp. 130 (W.D . Okla. 1968) (Oklahoma sued
corporations for conspiring to rig bids for liquid asphalt sales) ;

Oregon v. Fields & Endsley, Inc ., 1985-1 Trade Cas . (CCH) ¶ 66,361 (Ore. Cir . Ct . 1984)
(Oregon sued defendants for price-fixing wholesale and retail gasoline) ;

Pennsylvania v . Providence Health Sys ., Inc., 1994-1 Trade Cas . (CCH) ¶ 70,603 (M.D . Pa .
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1994) (Pennsylvania charged that three competing hospitals combining to manage the
provision of health care would result in an anti-competitive concentration of market power) ;

• Puerto Rico v. Wal-mart Puerto Rico, Inc ., 2002 PR App . LEXIS 2938, * (M.D. Pa. 2002)
(Puerto Rico sued to obtain a preliminary injunction to enjoin a retail chain from buying a
chain of grocery stores) ;

• Rhode Island v . Neptune International Corp ., 1980-81 Trade Cas. (CCH) ¶ 63,719 (R.I .
Super. Ct. 1980) (Rhode Island sued a manufacturer-wholesaler and retailer of furniture
products for price-fixing and implementing exclusive dealing and refusal to deal
agreements) ;

South Dakota v . Central Lumber Co ., 24 S .D. 136,123 N .W . 504 (1909), affd, 226 U.S. 157
(1912) (South Dakota sued a lumber company for criminal and civil antitrust violations by
forming a combination to restrain trade) ;

Tennessee v . Joe Stewart Body Shop, 1992-1 Trade Cas . (CCH) ¶ 69,748 (W.D . Tenn. 1992)
(Tennessee sued auto body repair shop for attempting to fix the prices of repair services) ;

Texas v. Zeneca, Inc ., 1997-2 Trade Cas . (CCH) ¶ 71,888 (N .D . Tex . 1997) (Texas led
multistate case against a pesticide manufacturer for conspiring with its distributors to fix
resale prices) ;

Utah v. University of Utah, 1994-1 Trade Cas . (CCH) ¶ 70,550 (D . Utah 1994) (Utah sued
a state university hospital for exchanging wage information with other health care facilities
concerning compensation paid to nurses, fixing prospective compensation, and discouraging
others from negotiating with other third-party payers) ;

• Vermont v. Densmore Brick Co ., 1980-2 Trade Cas . ¶ 63,347 (Vt. Dist. Ct. 1980) (Vermont
brought a state parens patriae action against a manufacturer of wood burning stoves for price-
fixing) ;

Virginia v . Buckley Moss, Inc., 1983-I Trade Cas . ¶ 71,888 (Cir . Ct. Va. 1983) (Virginia
sued a seller of decorative artwork for price-fixing the resale prices of its dealers) ;

• Washington v. Larson, 1996-2 Trade Cas. (CCH) ¶ 77,493 (Wash . Super. Ct. 1996)
(Washington sued two pharmacy owners for price-fixing the prices that would be paid by
insurers, third-party payers, or consumers for drugs) ;

• West Virginia v . Meadow Gold Dairies, 875 F . Supp. 340 (D . W. Va. 1994) (Action against
two dairies alleging conspiracy to illegally and artificially raise price of milk supplied to
school boards) ;
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Wisconsin v . Marigold Foods, Inc., 1980-81 Trade Cas . (CCH) ¶ 63,597 (Wis . Cir. Ct. 1980)
(Wisconsin sued a milk products firm for resale price-fixing selected dairy products) .

Coordinating with Others

In those litigations in which states are not the lead or first-named plaintiff, states add to the

litigation . Such efforts are not "needless duplication" or "piling on ." In joint federal-state merger

investigations and litigations, for example, states' coordination and cooperation contribute to a fuller

analysis. States help build a case by adding their knowledge of the local markets and familiaritywith

the local geography . States help navigate through state agency and regulatory overlays as in banking,

health care, and insurance markets . States can act as local counsel for their federal counterparts .

From the perspective of the state, committing resources to a joint investigation is eminently

reasonable . The marginal benefit is often worth the marginal cost . Within the investigation or

litigation, the state can push to accomplish state goals . An attorney general can bring specific

attorney general tools to bear for the investigation or litigation as a whole .

At the same time, a state's interest need not be protected only through joint action . Harm to

the interests protected by the state can still occur if no other enforcer takes action . The federal

antitrust laws give the attorney general the right to vindicate those interests . Deciding whether to

take action can involve probing whether the harm to those represented by the state can be "fixed,"

even if the transaction or restraint benefits (or is neutral) in the rest of the country . If parties refuse

to "fix" the state's concern, that might illustrate that the transaction or restraint maybe more about

harming those represented by the state, as opposed to securing national or other benefits .
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When acting with others, states often focus on the rights of consumers, including the right

to recover damage . States' parens patriae authority is the superior means of securing relief,

particularly when returning monetary relief to consumers . States have gained a lot of experience and

have the tolls to return money directly to consumers . In CD's and the pharmaceutical cases, for

example, the states were instrumental in providing consumers with checks, while the FTC obtained

injunctive relief."

States are better at getting consumers recovery than the competitive alternatives . The U .S .

Department of Justice does not seek to get money to consumers injured by antitrust violations . The

FTC's disgorgement remedy is used sparingly . Federal enforcers simplydo not (and probably should

not) focus primarily on the monetary claims of consumers. When interacting with private counsel,

states have pushed for greater consideration of consumers' interests . In the pharmaceutical cases

representing end users, states have focused on consumers' interest, while class counsel focus on

interests of third party payers . In the vitamins case, states represented indirect consumer purchasers

as well as the states' proprietary interests, while private counsel represented businesses who bought

directly and indirectly from the pharmaceutical companies .

Finally, any discussion of state enforcement from the perspective of the Antitrust

Modernization Commission requires consideration of the litigation against Microsoft. The criticism

seems to be about states having a different view than the critics, asserting that view, and having some

24 In re Compact Disc Minimum Advertised Price Antitrust Litigation, No . 1361, 2003 W L 21685581 (D . Me .
July 18, 2003) ; In re Cardizem CD Antitrust Litigation, MDL No . 1278 (E .D . Mich .) ; Alabama v. Bristol-Myers Squibb,
MDL 1420 & 1413 (JGK) (S .D .N.Y .) ; Ohio v . Bristol-Myers Squibb, No- 2 :02 CV 01080 (EGS) (D .D.C) .
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success in asserting that view the litigation . The criticism of the states increased when the states'

position diverged from the position of the Antitrust Division . Although we understand why

Microsoft has its advocates, we have difficulty understanding why Microsoft should be viewed

sympathetically by antitrust enforcers . The company was found by an en banc D .C . Court of

Appeals to have violated the antitrust laws ." The fundamental point is that Massachusetts was

entitled to have its views heard ."

35 United States v . Microsoft Corp., 253 F.3d 34 (D-C . Cir. 2001) .

26 We note that now that Massachusetts has been heard (and its arguments rejected), the criticism of state
enforcement appears to have subsided and critics now focus on the actions in Europe taken against Microsoft .
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